The vacuum structure of N = 2 (and N = 4) supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory is analyzed in detail by considering the effective potential for constant background scalar-magnetic fields within different approximations. We compare the one-loop approximation with-or without instanton improved effective coupling with the one-loop result in the dual desription. For N = 2 we find that non-perturbative monopole degrees of freedom remove the non-trivial minima present in the (improved) one-loop potential in the strong-coupling regime. The combination of Yang-Mills and dual desription leads to a self-consistent effective potential over the full range of background fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much attention has recently been focused on N = 2 supersymmetric vector theories [1, 2] . A set of inequivalent vacuum states exists in these models, as the classical potential is proportional to T r([φ * , φ] 2 ); distinct supersymmetricinvariant, zero-energy vacuum states are parameterized by the constant scalar component φ(x) taking its value in the Cartan subalgebra of the gauge group. In [1] it has been argued that the low energy physics of the strong-coupling regime of these theories is equivalently described by a weakly coupled dual theory. The analysis in [1] was restricted to the vacuum manifold. Attempts to generalize the duality away from the vacuum have been presented in [3] [4] [5] , taking into account higher derivative terms in the effective action. In this paper, we propose another step in this direction by considering a constant Abelian background field strength and a constant scalar field, aligned in the same direction in group space. We compute the one-loop effective potential for N = 2 and N = 4 theories, using techniques similar to those used in [6] where the effect of an external magnetic field on the symmetry breaking patterns in a non-Abelian Higgs model was examined. For N = 4 the one-loop effective potential should be reliable in the context of perturbation theory, as the coupling constant, once chosen to be small, is not affected by radiative corrections. In the case of N = 2 we improve the one-loop calculation with the exact results [1] , therefore including all perturbative and non-perturbative contributions up to second order in the external magnetic field.
For a given non-zero magnetic field the classical vacuum degeneracy for the scalar field is lifted by quantum corrections. More precisely, the effective potential has a relative minimum at |φ| 2 /|B| = O (1) , where φ and B denote the background scalar and magnetic fields respectively. While the lifting of the classical degeneracy for the scalar field is expected, we can only determine the value of the scalar field in terms of the background magnetic field, and for N = 2 we find that both the one-loop and the instanton improved one-loop effective potential have a minimum at a non-vanishing value of the external magnetic field for B. At the one-loop level B min is of the order of Λ 2 QCD , where the running coupling is large and the one-loop approximation therefore is not reliable. Ideally we should therefore include higher order as well as non-perturbative contributions for the higher orders in the magnetic field as well. This, of course, is beyond reach at present. However, the dual theory which should describe the the strong-coupling low energy physics of this model [1] is weakly coupled in this regime and a one-loop calculation within the dual model should be reliable. Note that the effective potential, unlike the effective action, has a physical interpretation and should therefore be duality invariant. If duality is realized for at least a small but non-vanishing magnetic field then the one-loop calculation in the dual theory should contain all relevant non-perturbative corrections in the original formulation. This is reasonable, although the duality conjecture has been proved only in the zero-energy limit [7] (see however [3] [4] [5] ). We take this as motivation for the assumption that the strong-coupling effective potential be approximated by the (improved) one-loop effective potential of the dual theory which is N = 2 supersymmetric QED [1] . We find that the non-trivial minima are indeed removed by the monopole dynamics as described by the the dual action. As a result the combination of Yang-Mills-and dual description leads to to a self consistent effective potential over the full range of background fields.
In either formulation the effective potential has a non-vanishing imaginary part. While this imaginary part is normally associated with unstable (tachyonic) modes [8, 9] , we can argue that they are eliminated by non-perturbative effects as in QCD [10] [11] [12] [13] . In the present case, it may be interpreted as arising from monopole production in the presence of an external magnetic field.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we compute the one-loop effective potential for N = 2 super Yang-Mills (SYM 2 ) theory for the background field configuration described above. Section three deals with the actual computation of the functional determinants arising in the one-loop computation of the effective potential and examines the vacuum structure. We repeat this for N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM 4 ) theory in section four. In section five we improve the N = 2 potential by including all instanton corrections to the scalar field dependence of the effective coupling. The corresponding effective potential is evaluated numerically. Next we obtain the effective potential to one-loop order in the dual theory (N = 2 super QED) using the background fields dual to those above. The structure of this dual effective potential is determined numerically and compared with that of the original model. Section six contains our conclusions. The computation of the functional determinant for a general electromagnetic field is explained in the appendix.
II. THE N=2 MODEL
A harmonic superspace formulation of SYM 2 was presented in [14] where furthermore the non-renormalisation theorems for SYM 2 were revisited within that framework. For the finite contributions to the effective action we find it however easier to work in component formulation. The action is then given by
where γ ± = 1 ± γ 5 , {γ µ , γ ν } = −2g µν and g µν = diag(− + ++) as in [15] . We take the gauge group to be SU (2) and we align the background fields so that
with f and F µν constant. The gauge fixing Lagrangian is taken to be a modified version of the R ξ gauge [16] ,
where
The Faddeev-Popov ghost Lagrangian associated with this gauge fixing is, to leading order in the quantum fields when ξ = 1,
while the one-loop contributions arising from L + L gf are of the form
respectively. In (6), "T" refers to a transpose in the Dirac indices only,
it is then easy to see that the ghost and scalar loops cancel, so that
where, in addition to (7), we have also used the notation
If we now regulate the logarithm and reciprocal of operators occurring in (8) using ζ-regularization [6, 17] , and its generalization, operator regularization [18] , then we find that for operators H i ,
and
In (10) and (11) µ 2 is an arbitrary dimensionful parameter.
III. THE CASE OF THE BACKGROUND MAGNETIC FIELD
We now specialize to the case where F µν corresponds to a magnetic field only, so that F 12 = −F 21 = B (the formulae for the most general case of the electromagnetic field are given in Appendix A). As has been shown in [15, 19, 20] (see also equation (A1) with K − = B and K + = 0 in Appendix A), in this case we have
Furthermore, since (σ 12 ) 2 = 1 1 4 , it is easily shown that
Since
we find that for the leading terms in (8)
and (10) and (12)- (13b) imply
Furthermore, it is possible to show using (12) (or (A1) in the case of the electromagnetic field of a general form) that
We first note that the term in the brackets in (16) contains no term below order t 2 when expanded in powers of t; consequently there is no mass renormalization in the theory as expected due to the supersymmetry of the model (see also [14] and references therein).
To continue, it is convenient to rewrite L ef f in (16) as
Initially, we compute (18) is free of any divergence at s = 0, so we are left with
We first note that, using Eq.3.551.9 of [21] ,
Next, we get the imaginary part,
which, upon integrating the first two terms by parts and using
becomes
Lastly, we have
which upon integrating the first term by parts becomes
Together, contributions to L ef f coming from (21)- (26) show that
with
Including the classical contribution into the effective Lagrangian (27) and trading µ for the renormalization group invariant scale
we obtain
The imaginary part of U (σ) arises, as in pure Yang-Mills theory, due to unstable (tachyonic) modes in the spectrum of the charged vector particle in the presence of a background magnetic field [8, 9] . In [10] , these modes are removed by treating their classical part of the action as a Higgs model, i.e. by taking into account the quartic self-interaction of these unstable modes non-perturbatively. An alternate treatment is given in [11] (for a review see [22] ). The imaginary part of the effective action now disappears, and the real part is believed to remain unaltered. Here we must note, that this real part would quite likely be shifted though if the coupling between the stable and unstable modes were included in the discussion. But even in the case of pure Yang-Mills theory, this is a rather complicated problem which has not been rigorously solved yet. Note however that even in the case when this shift turns out to be big, one should expect that the true vacuum energy is lower then the energy of the metastable state with a non-zero imaginary part. Other discussions on the stability of translation invariant background configurations in Yang-Mills theories are given in [12, 13] . In the present model it may appear natural to associate the imaginary part with monopole production in an external magnetic field. However, perturbation theory does not "see" these degrees of freedom and therefore this interpretation is possibly too far fetched.
Let us now discuss the vacuum structure predicted by the effective potential (30) . If we ignore the imaginary part in (30), we find numerically that dReV (σ)/dσ = 0 implies that σ min 0.596 and U min −0.358. The effective potential with σ at the minimum reads
The existence of a negative minimum of V min (B) follows from the fact that V min (0) = 0, V min (B → ∞) > 0 and for small B, V min (B) < 0 (because of dominance of the logarithmic term in (31)). At the minimum, the magnetic field is given by
However
, then the running coupling satisfies the equation
so thatḡ
For σ = σ min , B = B min then the value of t = 1 2 ln(σ min B min /Λ 2 ) is such that by (33) the couplingḡ 2 (t) is large and hence the one-loop potential is unreliable. However, for any value of the external magnetic field, the scale of the scalar field is fixed, thereby breaking the classical vacuum degeneracy completely. For large values of B, whereḡ(t) is small, V min in (31) is positive, as expected for a supersymmetric theory.
Before seeing how the one-loop approximation can be improved upon, we turn to N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in the one-loop approximation.
IV. THE N=4 MODEL IN A BACKGROUND MAGNETIC FIELD
The effective potential for SYM 4 in a background with constant field strength has been considered in [9, 23] . As in that reference we simplify the algebra by viewing the N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theory as an N=1 supersymmetric gauge theory in ten dimensions in which six of the dimensions have been suppressed [24] The N=1 supersymmetric gauge theory in ten dimensions that we will consider has the action
We now use the Honerkamp gauge [25]
where V has been decomposed into the sum of a background field A 
The effective action to one-loop order is then given by
in ten dimensions (with the three terms in (39) corresponding to the contribution of the ghost, vector, and MajoranaWeyl spinor respectively); dimensionally reducing this to four dimensions with the background field satisfying the conditions of (37) and (38) converts (39) into
All derivatives and functional determinants in (40) are understood to be in four dimensions, all group indices have been suppressed once we set (X)
. We can now proceed using the techniques outlined in the previous section. Regulating as in eq. (11) we see that
Using (13) and (14), we see that in the presence of an external magnetic field,
(An overall factor of 2 comes from the trace in group space.) The integral over t in (42) is free of divergences at s = 0, and hence, upon using some trigonometric identities, we see that
where σ = M 2 /B. The integrals in (43) are given in (22), (25) and (27) so that
The effective potential to one-loop order is hence given by
We note in passing that the result (44) could also be obtained by identifying the mass term in [23] with the background scalar. As for the imaginary part the discussion in the last section could be repeated here. In particular for M → 0 we recover the result of [23] for a vanishing scalar background. The minimum value of ReV B occurs when d ReU(σ) /dσ = 0; this occurs when
at which point
so that V B > 0 at σ = σ min , in agreement with the theorem that the vacuum energy of a supersymmetric theory is non-negative. However, for B = 0, the degeneracy in the vacuum expectation value of the scalar particle is broken by (46). This result is reliable in perturbation theory, for in N = 4 SUSY the coupling g does not run and hence may be chosen to be small irrespective of the value of B. Furthermore the non-renormalization theorem of [26] excludes further corrections to the B 4 term.
V. NON-PERTURBATIVE CORRECTIONS
In this section we analyze the effect of non-perturbative corrections to the effective potential in two different ways. First by including all instanton corrections to the running coupling and second by evaluation the effective potential within the dual description.
A. Instanton improved potential for N=2
We start by comparing (30) with the exact low energy effective action [1] . 
where c depends on the renormalization scheme. Matching the scales as in [28] we get from (49) with Λ
(here Λ corresponds to the scheme used in [1] and Λ DR is the scale of dimensional reduction combined with minimal subtraction)
with c = 0. From (28) it follows that U (σ) → 0 for σ → ∞, so that (50) is identical with (30) if we make the identification a = gf . This is also the identification which is consistent with BPS mass formula M 2 = 2|an e + a D n m | 2 . The analysis of [1] was based on the following argument: each fixed value of the scalar field |a| defines a distinct vacuum of the system; different values of |a| define inequivalent vacua. The reason for this (at least in the asymptotic region |a| → ∞) is well understood. As is seen from (50), for any value of |a| the minimum of the effective potential is achieved by taking B = 0. Since at this minimum, the value of the potential is zero, the lowest possible in supersymmetric models, we conclude that there exist different vacua for each choice of the value of |a|. On the other hand, for values of |a| of the order of Λ the potential (50) is unbounded below. It was argued in [1] and later shown [7] that the function F (A) has a unique extension to the strong-coupling limit, compatible with supersymmetry and a finite number of singularities. Furthermore the quantum moduli-space is in one-to-one correspondence with the parameter u = tr φ 2 which takes its value in the upper half plane [7] . For large values of a, u = 3 . For u Λ 2 the effective coupling diverges due to the appearance of massless composite fields which are magnetic monopoles. In the neighbourhood of this singularity the theory should then be accurately described by a dual theory which is magnetic N = 2 QED 1 [1] . From the above discussion we draw the following conclusions. First of all, the one-loop result (30) can be improved by replacing the first term by the corresponding non-perturbative expression [1] . The higher loop and non-perturbative contributions to U (σ) which are important in the regime where the scalar and/or the magnetic field are of the order of Λ, will be approximated by computing the analogue of U (σ) in the corresponding dual model. This will be done by evaluating to one-loop order the effective potential in N = 2 QED in the presence of background scalar and electromagnetic fields which are dual to the fields appearing in (30) . The contribution to the analogue of the first term in (30) can be compared to the non-perturbative expression of this first term in (30) , obtained by using the methods of [1] . This complements the comparison of the non-perturbative extension to the instanton contribution to the effective potential of N = 2 SU (2) super-Yang-Mills theory (see [27] ). Furthermore the remaining part of the one-loop effective potential in N = 2 QED should approximate the non-perturbative extension of the function U (σ) in (30) . The accuracy of this approximation relies on to what extent duality in N = 2 Yang-Mills theory is realized
where the explicit expression for τ and f as a function of u = trφ 2 are given by [1, 29] 
This is the full non-perturbative expression for the effective potential in the presence of a very weak magnetic field. Concerning the second term in (30) there appears to be an ambiguity. There are two different non-perturbative expressions for σ, each of which reduce to the perturbative expression (below (43)); both σ = 2|a| 2 |B| and the gaugeinvariant form σ = 4u |B| reduce to the perturbative expression. In Fig. 1 the improved effective potential is plotted for different values of u (horizontal) and the magnetic field |B| for both possible parametrizations of σ. This shows that the qualitative behaviour is the same for both choices. The exact relation between u and a is [1] 
B. Dual description
The only theory with the same number of degrees of freedom as the YM-theory, which has N = 2 SUSY and in which the coupling runs to zero at small scale is N = 2 SUSY QED with magnetic rather than electric charges. In component form its Lagrangian reads [30] 
The background configurations are now φ D = f D and F Dµν respectively. We follow [1, 4] in order to determine F Dµν . Consider
whereḡ,θ denote the effective coupling and vacuum angle,F µν = 
is the field strength in the dual theory. This is consistent with
provided
τ . With 0123 = 1 and F 12 = B we see by (56) that
The one-loop effective potential for the action (54) is then given by the following analogue of (16) iW
with g D being the "classical coupling" of the dual QED. Note the presence of the chiral mass term in the Dirac operator. It leads to a phase dependence of the Dirac determinant of the form of the chiral anomaly proportional to θ D F DµνF µν D . However, this term, being linear in the electric field, drops out in the effective potential. We can therefore ignore this phase and replace the last term in (59) by
To continue we use the identity (A8)
where by (58), (A5)
The steps which lead from (15) to (18) can now be repeated to give
Let us first have a closer look at the leading term in the magnetic field B. In leading order (64) simplifies to
Performing the remaining integration and taking the Legendre transform with respect to E D this leads to the dual effective potential
Now, using the BPS mass formula for a minimally charged monopole
in the region where (67) is valid, showing that to leading order in B the dual potential is identical with the original potential as it must be in order to be consistent with [1] . In this limit the duality invariance of the effective potential is easy to establish [4] .
The full expression for the dual one-loop effective action (64) does not appear to be easily tractable. A simplification occurs, however, if we takeθ = 0. This is consistent as long as the moduli parameter u takes values on the real axis with u > Λ 2 . In that situation (64) takes the form
The corresponding effective potential is obtained, as usual, via the Legendre transform. Taking the real part we have 
where si(z) and ci(z) are the integral sine and cosine respectively. The remaining part can be calculated numerically. The resulting effective potential is plotted in Fig. 2 . It is interesting to isolate the contribution to the effective potential which comes from the non-leading terms only. The leading terms (O(B 2 )) are, of course, identical because they are exact and the exact effective potential is duality invariant. The terms of order B 4 can obtained by expanding (20) and (68), leading to
respectively. The difference in sign is consistent with the absence of a non-trivial minimum in the dual description. The complete non-leading contributions to the effective-and dual effective potentials are plotted in Fig. 3 . Note that up to a global sign they are almost identical.
DISCUSSION
In this paper we have analyzed the effective potential for N = 2 and N = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory within different approximations. Our main finding is that the non-trivial minimum that appears generically in one-loop approximations survives even if the leading order in the background magnetic field is evaluated exactely, but is absent in the dual description which takes into account the monopole dynamics. This gives support to the idea that monopoles stabilize the theory in the strongly coupled regime. It would be of interest to know whether this qualitative feature survives in a non-supersymmetric theory.
An implicit assumption in our analysis is that the simplest form of duality proposed in [1] is approximately realized at least for small but non-vanishing magnetic fields. Our results appear to be consistent with this assumption. Furthermore, the combination of perturbative Yang-Mills-and dual effective potential leads to a self consistent effective potential (i.e. compatible with the symmetries of the theory) for all values of the external field.
The leading order contribution in the background magnetic field to the effective potential being evaluated exactely, the difference between the effective potential in the fundamental-and dual description is due to non-leading contributions. We find that up to an overall sign these contributions are almost identical in the two description. At present it is not clear to us whether this could be anticipated. in order to satisfy the conditions f (0) = 1, f (0) = −iF µν σ µν /2. Thus, we obtain a closed form expression for (A4): 
Using the proper time representation (10), (11) and equations (A1), (A8) and (A9), one can obtain convenient expressions for the propagators of charged scalar, fermion and vector fields appearing in (8) . 
